
A NEW VOCABULARY: 
HOW TO SPEAK ABOUT URBANISM.
MAIN TOPICS

URBAN ASSETS
At a time when the value of urban assets is becoming more and more  
detached from their use, we should perhaps rethink the extent of  
commodification taking place in contemporary urban contexts and  
allow people to determine the value and worth of spaces in the city as 
well as who is able to access them. What kind of experience should we 
strive for in urban environments? Language plays a critical role in defin-
ing the value of urban assets. It supports conceptual interpretation and 
points us to a better future. It can also help us define immaterial values 
and set the rules of the game to change reality after our heart’s desire, 
not in a nostalgic way, but a progressive one.

NEW COLLECTIVES
The old-fashioned way of defining communities based on strong ties, 
shared values, goals, and identity is steadily giving way to more  
immediate, horizontal, and non-localized collectives. The new collectives 
genuinely engage with political action and activism, and at the same 
time the ability of communities to instigate collective action has been 
highlighted. We see changing roles and definitions for different forms of 
societal engagement, as well as their old and new forms of institutional-
ization, which should be named.

NEW ECOLOGY
At a time when the ecological crisis is bringing humanity into the new 
dark ages, it is necessary not only to express a sense of urgency, for which 
an appropriate, perhaps even a violent form of language is needed, but 
also to imagine new approaches and futures where humans’ relationship 
with nature is radically reinvented. A plurality of languages — including 
poetic, scientific, violent, or evocative language — can help supersede 
the current monopolization of that discourse by science. The need for 
new narratives and a shift towards a more serious discourse around  
environmental issues are the most urgent aspects that we should face  
not only as artists, designers, and scholars, but also as humans.

DIGITAL TOOLKIT
What are the limits of the digital toolkit and what kind of language do  
we need to define them? The deep infiltration of digital technologies into 
all spheres of life gives rise to many sophisticated issues: from digital  
learning and dissemination to network ethics and freedom of speech. 
Language should help establish a policy of seamless integration of  
technologies or the demystification of the digital realm in everyday life.
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